Key words：Agent construction system；AHP；Set pair analysis；Dynamic performance Abstract：In this paper, we construct a dynamic model for the evaluation of government investment in the construction of the system. Finally, we get the stable performance evaluation value of the whole construction stage, and verify the feasibility and practicality of the model, so as to provide a reference for the dynamic performance evaluation of the construction project management.
Introduction
As a new management mode of government investment project, agent construction system has been widely used in our country, it is urgent to establish a set of performance evaluation system which is consistent with the characteristics of the construction project.Scholars Xi Fan [1] , Hai-jian Wang [2] ,Zuo-wei Liu [3] and Jin-Bo Wang [4] and other pay attention to dynamic performance evaluation method research by successively applying contingency theory has made the research on the performance evaluation.Dan-fengXie [5] studied the basic theory of Balanced Scorecard (BSC), and analyzed the shortcomings of the time delay and nonlinear problem of the time delay and nonlinear problem, and proposed a dynamic balanced scorecard (SD-BSC) model with system dynamics (SD).Although domestic and foreign scholars at home and abroad for the construction project performance evaluation method is a lot, but few from the dynamic point of view of the government's investment in the construction of the construction project performance evaluation.Therefore, this article from the government investment in the construction stage of the project implementation stage, through the AHP method and set pair analysis theory, from the time dimension to construct government investment in the construction of the project implementation phase of the dynamic performance evaluation model.
Model construction
Markov chain state space determination In dynamic case, because the Markov chain is the research system state transfer law, it is a method to analyze the future variation law of random events and the possible result. So we analyze the variation rule of the set of element weight and get the comprehensive performance of the object. Consideration set on the similarities and differences of spy change with time and, hypothesis at time t, N characteristics in S t same characters, P t features neither the same nor the opposition, the characteristics of Q t in opposition to each other, and to meet the S t +P t +Q t =N. So if will original N characteristics still according to the S t , P t , Q t order rearrange and numbered consecutively and each characteristic in time t after heavy edge numbered corresponding weights W k ( )
Here, assume that S t1 , S t2 , S t3 in the S t , the same as the total number of characteristics, differences and the sequence of opposites, because if not, then the total can be re numbered in the above order.
In the same way, the transfer vector of P t is ) , , ( 
In the t+T time, the set of the contact degree expression is:
Assuming the transfer matrix of each cycle are the same, namely the transfer of the matrix M is a constant matrix, then n cycle after <A,B > contact degree for:
The ergodic properties of Markov chains can be. With the increase of M nT , the n will be stable.Therefore, the contact degree of the t moment after multiple cycles of the transfer.．By the following equations can be obtained stable connection degree：
, I is Unit matrix.
Case application
Determine the weights of the Markov chain of the time step. In this paper, according to the field survey of the project, the data related to the project performance indicators were collected, and the weight of the two indicators was determined by AHP method. Through the expert scoring method, the index can be divided into gradeI～III. Which I represents a good performance management requirements; II represents a good, said and performance management requirements vary; III, the general, does not meet the requirements of project performance management. And determine the level of the evaluation of the material matrix, the level of the two indicators in each evaluation cycle of evaluation, the results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 to analyze the performance of the project  construction management, from table 2 From table 2 it can be seen that the construction stage of the construction system project management and stability performance is generally determined. Table 2 
Conclusion
This article from the construction phase of the construction phase of the dimension, the construction phase of the construction phase is divided into four quarters of the evaluation cycle. The dynamic performance evaluation index was evaluated by using the model of material element analysis. Then, the dynamic performance evaluation of each evaluation cycle is carried out by constructing a set of Markov chain. Finally, the stable performance evaluation value of the whole construction stage is obtained, and the following conclusions are obtained:(1) Using matter element analysis method, the complex correlation between the index and the correlation degree of each index and grade was solved. In each cycle of the evaluation process, can be timely feedback of the indicators, the follow-up work can continue to improve.(2) On the basis of the traditional set pair analysis, the paper introduces the element weight, constructs a set of Markov chain based on the analysis of dynamic change equation, describes the same anti transfer law, can well predict the development trend of the performance, the whole stage of the performance evaluation is more accurate, scientific and public.
